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Abstract 

The lightning protection principle of high-risebuilding lightning rod is analyzed. The 

installation of lightning rod can be divided into independent lightning rod and frame 

lightning rod. This paper analyzes the protection range of lightning rod from four aspects: 

single lightning rod, two equal height lightning rods, two unequal height lightning rods and 

three or more lightning rods. In this paper, the installation and protection range of lightning 

rod in high-rise buildings are described in detail. It is hoped that it will play a positive role in 

today's lightning protection production practice, for your reference..1 
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1. Introduction 

In modern cities, many high-rise buildings are rising, which shortens the distance between 

lightning and air. At the same time, due to the global warming and the increase of urban heat 

island phenomenon, the urban atmospheric circulation situation has new characteristics, and 

the thunderstorm period in summer is extended. More importantly, with the progress of 

science and technology, microelectronics equipment is widely used, urban communication 

power supply is greatly increased, and urban electromagnetic field changes, especially 

microelectronics products generally have low insulation strength, poor over-voltage tolerance, 

and are prone to lightning attack [1]. Among them, computer network, communication and 

command system and public antenna are all severely affected areas. In a sense, the more 

advanced technology, the greater the threat of lightning to people. The invention of lightning 

rod greatly reduces the harm of lightning to human life.  

The development of lightning rod is also developing with the progress of science and 

technology, especially in the aspects of building lightning protection and power system 

lightning protection, which gradually forms some fixed specifications, which further 

improves the lightning protection technology for direct lightning and strong electricity [2]. 

Lightning rods have been widely used since Franklin's kite experiment in Philadelphia in 

1752. The invention of lightning rod greatly reduces the harm of lightning to human life. 

With the development of science and technology, the development of lightning rod is 

developing constantly, especially in the aspects of building lightning protection and power 

system lightning protection, some fixed specifications are gradually formed, which further 

improves the lightning protection technology for direct lightning and strong electricity. In 
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recent years, with the rapid development of electronic technology, the characteristics of 

lightning disaster also have new changes. Many of the characteristics of lightning that have 

not attracted attention appear through the destruction of new electronic devices, which pose a 

great threat to the safety of modern electronic devices. It is precisely because of the 

continuous emergence of these new problems that the improvement of lightning rod 

technology is gradually driven. 

Lightning is a kind of natural phenomenon. At present, human beings have not yet 

mastered and utilized it, and are still in the stage of preventing its harm. The purpose of 

lightning protection is electrical safety. With the increasing use of electronic systems 

(computers, communication equipment, etc.), in such a world relying on power grid and 

information system, overvoltage accidents and damages become more and more serious. With 

the extensive production and living practice, various effective lightning protection measures 

have been summarized. The main measure to prevent direct lightning is to set up lightning rod, 

and the protection range of lightning rod is an important index of lightning protection device. 

In this regard, the selection and installation of lightning rod in high-rise buildings are 

described in detail, hoping that it can play a positive role in today's lightning protection 

production practice. 

 

2. Brief introduction of lightning rod 

The lightning rod is used as the lightning arrester. The lightning rod is connected to the 

underground through the conductor and forms the equipotential difference with the ground. 

The electric field of the lightning which increases the electric field strength to the limit value 

will be distorted by using its own height, and the lightning rod will start to ionize and 

discharge downward; the lightning rod will discharge at the tip under the action of strong 

electric field; the lightning rod will discharge upward: the lightning path will be formed by 

the combination of the two, and the lightning rod will enter the ground to achieve the 

lightning protection effect. In fact, the lightning protection device is a lightning rod, which 

can lead the surrounding lightning and discharge in advance, and transmit the lightning 

current to the ground through its own grounding conductor, so as to avoid the protection 

object being directly struck by lightning. The installed lightning rod and conductor shall have 

good conductivity, and the grounding grid shall ensure the minimum impedance value [3]. 

The protection function of the lightning rod is that in the pilot discharge stage, the top of 

the lightning rod accumulates electric charge. At this time, there is a high electric field 

strength in the air gap between the developing pilot and the lightning rod. The occurrence and 

development of the face-to-face pilot on the lightning rod strengthen the electric field strength 

in the gap, so as to finally make the lightning strike on the lightning rod. Because it is 

shielded by the lightning rod and the face-to-face leader, the protected objects that are lower 

than the lightning rod and distributed nearby will not be hit by the lightning in fact. On the 

average, many countries in the world have changed from geometry method to electrical 

geometry method since 1981. This is the general trend. According to the shielding failure 

event records, the electrical geometry method is superior to the geometry method [4]. 

For lightning rod, good grounding is the premise to prevent counterattack and ensure its 

function. There are two characteristics of lightning protection grounding and general 

grounding: one is the large amplitude of lightning current, the other is the high equivalent 

frequency of lightning current. The large amplitude of lightning current will increase the 

current density in the ground, so the electric field strength in the ground will be improved, 

especially near the surface of the grounding body. When the ground electric field strength is 
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higher than the breakdown field strength of soil, partial spark discharge will occur, which will 

increase the conductivity of soil. The results show that when the soil resistivity is about 500 

Ω· m and the pre discharge time is 3-5 μ s, the breakdown field strength of the soil is 6-12kv / 

cm. Therefore, under the action of lightning impulse current with high amplitude, the 

grounding resistance of the same grounding device is smaller than the value under power 

frequency current, which is called spark effect [5]. The high equivalent frequency of lightning 

current will make the grounding body present obvious inductive effect, and hinder the current 

flow to the far end of the grounding body. This effect is more significant for the larger length 

of grounding body. As a result, the grounding body is not fully utilized, and the grounding 

resistance is greater than the power frequency grounding resistance, which is called 

inductance effect [6]. For the lightning rod, not only the protected object should be within the 

protection range of the lightning rod, but also the lightning rod should not be struck back. 

 

3. Installation of lightning rod 

The installation of lightning rod can be divided into independent lightning rod and frame 

lightning rod. The frame lightning rod has the advantages of low cost and easy layout. 

However, as the framework is close to the electrical equipment, more attention should be paid 

to meet the requirements of no counterattack. For distribution equipment of 110kV and above, 

due to the high insulation level of electrical equipment, it is not easy to have counterattack in 

areas with low soil resistivity, so it is generally allowed to install lightning rod on the 

framework of distribution equipment. However, in the area with soil resistivity greater than 

1000 Ω· m, it is not suitable to install frame lightning rod. 

The frame with lightning rod shall also be equipped with auxiliary centralized grounding 

device nearby. The electrical distance between the connection point of auxiliary grounding 

device and substation grounding grid and the connection point of main transformer and 

grounding grid shall not be less than 15m. In this way, when lightning strikes the lightning 

rod, the high potential voltage wave generated on the grounding device, after the propagation 

attenuation of this distance, reaches the grounding point of the transformer, its amplitude has 

been reduced to not cause counterattack to the transformer. The transformer is the most 

important equipment in the substation. In order to ensure its safety, it is not allowed to install 

lightning rod on the door frame of the transformer [7]. 

With the development of national economic construction, the disaster caused by lightning 

is more and more serious, the frequency of lightning disaster is higher and higher in all 

industries, and the economic loss is also increasing year by year, especially the high-rise 

buildings , inflammable and explosive places, computers and their sites are very vulnerable to 

lightning attack. It is very important to take lightning protection design to prevent buildings 

from lightning disaster and ensure the safety of electrical equipment and people. Through the 

above methods, we can accurately calculate the scope of lightning protection, effectively 

protect equipment, reduce economic loss and avoid casualties. As a designer, we should pay 

more attention to the summary and accumulation in the usual work practice, and constantly 

improve and perfect, so that the design concept can be fully implemented in the project. 

The safety performance of the building is the guarantee of the normal use of the building. 

We must do a good job in the lightning protection and grounding installation of the high-rise 

building, and take reasonable and effective construction technology and measures in 

combination with the actual situation, do a good job in the quality management of the whole 

construction process, timely solve the problems encountered, and constantly summarize the 

experience, so as to truly improve the construction quality of the lightning protection and 
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grounding installation of the building, Ensure the safety performance of the building. The 

safety performance of the building is the guarantee of the normal use of the building. We 

must do a good job in the lightning protection and grounding installation of the high-rise 

building, and take reasonable and effective construction technology and measures in 

combination with the actual situation, do a good job in the quality management of the whole 

construction process, timely solve the problems encountered, and constantly summarize the 

experience, so as to truly improve the construction quality of the lightning protection and 

grounding installation of the building, ensure the safety performance of the building. 

 

4. Protection range of lightning rod 

The protection scope refers to the space around the lightning protection device, which is 

rarely hit by lightning flash. In this way, the protected objects should be placed completely 

within the boundary of the protection scope. It should be emphasized that the so-called 

"protection scope" is only of relative significance, and it cannot be considered that objects 

within the protection scope are safe and will not be directly hit by lightning, nor that objects 

outside the protection scope will not be completely protected by lightning arresters. Therefore, 

a shielding rate should be specified for the protection scope. The so-called shielding refers to 

the phenomenon that lightning bypasses the lightning protection device and hits the protected 

object. Obviously, different protection range can be obtained from different round attack rate. 

The protection range recommended by relevant regulations of our country corresponds to 0.1% 

of the round failure rate, so the small round failure rate can be generally considered that its 

protection effect is reliable enough. Some countries also provide different protection ranges 

for designers according to different shielding rates [8][9][10]. The protection range of the 

lightning rod recommended by the relevant standards of our country is based on a large 

number of simulation test results are obtained after many years of practical operation 

experience verification. 

 

4.1. Basic principle of shielding calculation by traditional method and strike distance 

method 

Traditional shielding calculation is based on experience and simulation test under small 

lightning impulse current to determine the protection range of lightning rod and lightning 

wire. For example, a lightning rod protects a cone. Of course, the protection range associated 

with the protection function is not a function of the simple proportion of the height to the 

radius of the cone, but a probability function. The protection range of lightning rod in China 

is determined by the simulation test under the condition of small lightning impulse current 

(regardless of its specific value), and verified by operation experience. The test is to 

determine the protection range according to the protection probability of 99.9% (i.e. shielding 

failure rate or shielding failure rate of o.1%), and the radius of the cone on the ground is 1.5h. 

The protection mechanism is that when the thundercloud moves randomly, the lightning 

leader develops randomly in any direction, and its direction is not affected by the ground 

objects [11]. However, when the pilot reaches a certain H value, the grounded object causes 

obvious distortion of the electric field, and leads the direction of the maximum field strength, 

that is, the direction of the development of the discharge, to the nearest grounded object. The 

height day from which the earth object is oriented is called the directional height h, which is 

called the directional height. 

For more than ten years, there is a new view on the development of lightning discharge and 

shielding mechanism abroad, that is, the orientation process and shielding effect are affected 
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by the amount of charge and the magnitude of lightning current. The analysis is based on the 

concept of flash distance, which is the distance between the leader and the target. Under this 

distance, the average electric field intensity reaches its critical breakdown value, and the mid 

point of the strike is uncertain until the leader reaches the flash distance. When the flash 

distance is reached, the stream column is fired from the ground target to meet the leader. The 

critical average electric field intensity has been estimated by different researchers as 3-6 kV/ 

cm. The flashover distance is related to the charge in the leader, which in turn determines the 

magnitude I of the lightning current. 

 

4.2. Determining the protection range of lightning rod with electrical geometry model 

In the past, it was thought that only when the lightning leader developed from 

thundercloud to a certain height h, the electric field near the lightning rod on the ground 

would have obvious distortion, so that the leader would develop towards the lightning rod 

[12]. H is called the directional height. In order to determine the protection range of lightning 

rod by simulation test, the high voltage electrode of impulse voltage generator simulating 

lightning leader is put on the height of h for test. Obviously, there is a great relationship 

between the test results and the selection of H value. In the past simulation test, h and 

lightning protection are considered 

In the past 20 years, with the deepening of the research on the shielding effect of the 

transmission line lightning conductor, a new method, electrical geometric model, has emerged 

to study the shielding effect by applying the concept of strike distance and geometric drawing 

method. The so-called electrical geometric model refers to a geometric analysis and 

calculation model established by connecting the lightning discharge characteristics with the 

line structure size. Its basic principle is based on the following basic concepts and 

assumptions. 

(1) The critical breakdown distance from the head of the pilot discharge channel developed 

from the thundercloud to the ground to the hit object before the strike distance, the strike 

midpoint is uncertain. The first thing to reach within the strike distance is to discharge the 

object. 

(2) The strike distance is related to the potential of the leader's head, so it is related to the 

charge density of the pilot channel. The latter determines the amplitude of lightning current, 

so the strike distance is a function of the amplitude of lightning current. 

(3) It is assumed that the strike the distance of the leader to the tower, the lightning wire 

and the conductor is equal without considering the influence of other factors such as the shape 

of the lightning target object and the proximity effect on the strike distance. Originally, 

Whitehead et al. Considered that the average breakdown electric field strength of the pilot to 

the ground may be different from that of the lightning conductor and conductor, the strike 

distance to the ground was taken as the strike distance conversion coefficient, which needs to 

be determined by the field experience.  

(4) It is assumed that the incident angle of the pilot approaching the ground obeys a given 

probability distribution function, with the maximum vertical lightning density and the 

minimum horizontal lightning density. The specific distribution function is determined 

according to the field experience. 

In addition, the influence of ground inclination angle should also be considered. The 

average height of conductor and ground wire to the ground in the span should be taken for 

analysis, and sometimes the influence of wind speed should be taken into account [13].The 

so-called strike distance refers to the distance that the pilot directly strikes the ground target 
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according to the shortest path in the final stage of development. The strike distance is related 

to the potential of the pilot head, so it is related to the amount of charge and the expected 

amplitude of lightning current. In this way, the protection range is a concept related to the 

magnitude of lightning current. The larger the amplitude of lightning current is, the larger the 

lightning absorption and protection range of lightning rod is. On the contrary, for the 

lightning current with small amplitude, the protection range will also be reduced. In the past, 

these relationships were not considered in the simulation test of protection range. 

 

4.3. Classification 

The protection scope of a single lightning rod is a curved cone with its body as its axis, like 

a round tent. In order to increase the protection range, it is not a good idea to increase the 

height of lightning rod. The reasonable solution is to use multiple lightning rods as joint 

protection. The total protection range of two equal height lightning rods is not simply the sum 

of the protection range of two single lightning rods, but the protection range between the two 

rods is expanded, but the protection range outside the two rods is still determined according to 

the calculation method of single lightning rod [14]. The protection range of two lightning rods 

with unequal height can be determined according to the following method: firstly, the 

protection range of two single rods shall be made respectively, then a horizontal line shall be 

made from the top of the low rod 2, and the boundary of the protection range of the high rod 1 

shall be intersected at point 3, then point 3 shall be taken as the top of an imaginary equal 

height lightning rod, and the joint protection range of equal height lightning rod 2 and 3 can 

be obtained to obtain the total protection range. The joint protection range of the three 

lightning rods can be calculated according to different combinations of each two rods [15]. As 

long as it is on the horizontal plane of the height of the protected object, the middle part of the 

triangle composed of three rods can be jointly protected by three rods. When there are four or 

more needles, the protection range can be calculated according to different combinations of 

each three needles, and then the total combined protection range can be obtained by 

superposition. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The principle of lightning rod protection and the calculation method of protection range are 

described in detail. The installation of lightning rod can be divided into independent lightning 

rod and frame lightning rod. This paper analyzes the protection range of lightning rod from 

four aspects: single lightning rod, two equal height lightning rods, two unequal height 

lightning rods and three or more lightning rods. With the development of national economic 

construction, the disaster caused by lightning is more and more serious. The frequency of 

lightning disaster in construction industry is higher and higher. The economic loss is also 

increasing year by year, especially the high-rise buildings in the city are very vulnerable to 

lightning attack. Therefore, it is particularly important to take lightning protection design to 

prevent the buildings from lightning disaster and ensure the safety of electrical equipment and 

people. Through the above methods, the lightning protection range can be accurately 

calculated, the equipment can be effectively protected, the economic loss can be reduced and 

people can be avoided Casualties. As a designer, we should pay more attention to summary 

and accumulation in our daily work practice, improve and perfect constantly, so that the 

design concept can be fully implemented in the project 
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